
Our growing company is looking for an AD product manager. If you are looking for
an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for AD product manager

Develop Systems/ Software/ Network requirements and functional
specifications
Maintain awareness and develop market intelligence of industry trends,
technology, through active participation in industry groups/task forces such
as the IAB, by reading appropriate industry publications, screening potential
vendors, and attending events/conferences
Work closely with research, sales, and commercial colleagues to advance
growth and expansion of benchmarking product set through deeper market
penetration in North America and into new geographies and technologies
Drive development and implementation of product deliverables and
enhancements through SQL based programing and building Web portal
visuals
Responsible for coordinating with external and internal IT and software
support as necessary to support product maintenance and new capabilities
development
Engage, support and train clients and prospects along with sales on system
capabilities in both data collection and reporting
Develop and execute new capabilities roadmap and timing based on the
understanding of clients’ needs
Analyze data outputs to support development of industry insights and
periodic reports through ongoing conversations with clients
Collaborate with PGCR research team to leverage insights and market
understanding gained from the product and how it can support other
company initiatives and research
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Qualifications for AD product manager

A history of successfully coordinating multiple teams within an organization
on cross-functional projects
Ideally will have have experience with big data systems and strategies
Computer science, data science or engineering background
Strong data and metrics orientation
Understanding of digital marketer needs a strong plus
Ability to think strategically, critically and to craft & communicate a
compelling vision, roadmap and plan of action using exceptional written and
verbal communication skills


